Abstract. We present speckle observations of nineteen double stars and the triple star 2 Cam. Angular separations, absolute position angles and relative photometry result from these observations. The angular separation is derived from the power spectrum. The position angle and the relative photometry are determined by two recent techniques: the cross-correlation between the speckle images and their square, and the ratios of twofold probability density functions of the images.
Introduction
This paper presents the results of double star speckle observations performed at the 2 m T elescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) of Pic du Midi observatory (France). Bright and well-resolved binaries were chosen for the rst observing run in 1994. In 1995, we measured long-period double stars for which the published orbit had to be revisited. One of the speckle analysis method used is based upon the computation of probability density functions of the intensity of the specklegrams (Carbillet et al., 1996b) . Its major capability is to give an accurate relative photometry of double stars. Our work is the rst routine application of this technique developed by the Probability Imaging group of Nice University. Relative photometry computed this way is found to be consistent with direct imaging reconstruction obtained from bispectral techniques. Absolute position angles ( ) were calculated using a cross-correlation technique (Aristidi et al., 1996) . This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the instrumentation and the list of observed objects together with observing conditions. Section 3 details the data reduction and the speckle methods used. Section 4 summarizes the results and gives a comparison between observed and predicted binary star separations and position angles.
Observations
Data were recorded during two observing runs in September 1994 and December 1995 at the 2m TBL. A total of 20 double stars and a triple star (2 Cam) were observed during ve nights. Details are given in Table 1 . One star (SAO 12917) was discovered as double during the 1995 run. As its measurement has been already published in a research note (Carbillet et al., 1996a ) this star will no more appear in the present paper.
The speckle camera was developed by the Aperture Synthesis group of Observatoire Midi-Pyr en ees . It allows di erent magni cations of the focal image, has a lter wheel equipped with B,V,R interferential lters and compensates the atmospheric refraction by means of Risley prisms. The speckle camera was put at the f=25 Cassegrain focus of the TBL. The angular eld of view was 8: 00 11: 00 for the observations of 1995, 3: 00 5 4: 00 5 for the observations of 1994.
The detector is an intensi ed video CCD (Philips IP800T). The images are sampled by a 290 774 pixels CCD matrix. The e ective pixel size at the front of the intensi er is 17.7 m 32.9 m. Exposure time ranges from 64 s to 16 ms. Video signal is transferred to the observation room by ber optics. Images are recorded on S-VHS tape using a Panasonic AG-7355. Local processing is made by a NeXT Cube computer with a NeXT Dimension video digitizer. This local processing is far from real-time since the transfer rate is of the order of 2 images per second for a 256 256 sub-image. Post-processing is made with the same computer driving the video recorder via a RS-232C line and reading the tape frame by frame.
Each binary star and its reference star were observed about 20 minutes. The reference stars have been chosen of similar magnitude and spectral type as the double stars, to reproduce the same observing conditions for the detector. The limiting magnitude of the experiment is about V = 10 for medium seeing conditions (FWHM' 1: 00 2).
Calibration for the spatial sampling was made by putting a grid into the focal plane. The angular calibration was made by trailing a star across the eld in right ascension and declination. The images taken in 1994 were oversampled with 119 mas per pixel, whereas the speckle size was 61 mas at 490 nm (the shortest wavelength available). In 1995 we used a lower magni cation and the pixel size was just half of the speckle size at 490 nm (Nyquist criterion).
3. Data reduction 3.1. Pre-processing A typical number of 6000 specklegrams are read from the video tapes for each object (binary star and reference star). For faint objects (mag. > 9) this number can reach 15000. Frames are digitized within a square sub-image of the video eld. The size of this sub-image is generally 128 128 or 256 256, depending on the star separation and the size of the long-exposure image. The total size of the video eld is 384 288. Each video grab is then checked for bad points, null images and loss of video synchronization signal. Images showing these features are deleted.
During the observation of a star, seeing conditions may change and images are classi ed according to the strength of turbulence before processing. This classi cation is performed the following way. The square modulus of the Fourier transform of each specklegram is computed. An instantaneous Fried parameter r 0 is estimated by tting the low-frequencies of this energy spectrum with a Kolmogorov spectrum (Fried 1966 , Roddier 1981 :
where f is the spatial frequency and the wavelength. After each specklegram is associated to a Fried parameter, images are binned into 5 classes according to image quality: class 5 contains the best images (low turbulence, good visual quality), class 1 the worst. Figure 1 gives an illustration of typical frames in each class. The processing of the data is made separately for each class. The classes we have processed are mainly classes 3 and 4 since the number of images belonging to class 5 was often too low (10{40).
Separation measurement
The separation is derived from the autocorrelation function. The power spectrum of both the double star and the reference star are computed for a given image class. The visibility function is obtained by dividing the two power spectra. An apodisation is then made by multiplying the visibility function by a transfer function of a circular telescope. The Fourier transform of the result gives the autocorrelation of the double star corrected from the turbulence. For a binary star, this function shows a central peak and two lateral ones. The distance between the central peak and the lateral ones gives the star separation. In practice we computed the photocenter of the lateral peaks on a 5 5 grid centered on the peak maximum. The error bar is obtained by di erentiation of the formula used for photocenter determination, the noise being estimated in a 10 10 grid located far from the central and the lateral peaks. The accuracy depends on various parameters such as seeing conditions, magnitude di erence, and total magnitude of the binary star and the reference star. The 1994 measurements (oversampled images) were more precise (typical errors 3 mas) than the 1995 ones (typical errors 15 mas).
Position angle measurement
Absolute position angles (i.e. containing the quadrant information) were computed using the recent technique of cross correlation (Aristidi et al., 1996) which is currently under development at the D epartement d'Astrophysique of Nice University. This technique consists of computing the ensemble average of the cross-correlation between the specklegrams and their square. In practice the computation is made in the Fourier plane: the cross spectrum between the specklegrams and their square is obtained both for the double star and the reference star. It is a complex quantity whose imaginary part contains the absolute quadrant information. The cross-spectrum of the double star is then divided by those of the reference star. An apodizing function (transfer function of a circular telescope) is applied and a Fourier transform is made. Although the result looks very similar to the autocorrelation (a central peak and two lateral ones), the lateral peaks of the cross-correlation are asymmetric. As presented in Fig. 2 for several binaries, this asymmetry gives the absolute position of the companion.
Relative photometry measurement
The relative photometry of the system is obtained by using ratios of twofold probability density functions (Carbillet et al., 1996b) . The twofold probability density function (pdf) is a function of two random variables of intensity ( 1 and 2 ), and a space-lag r. Whatever the value of r, the twofold pdf for a point-source (a non-resolved reference star) has a symmetrical structure in 1 and 2 . For r close to the separation vector between the two components, the twofold pdf for a binary star has an arrowhead shape with a trend towards a direction 2 of the order of 1 , where is the oriented intensity ratio. The direction 1 is tremendously enhanced by dividing the twofold pdf of the binary star, computed for r = , by the twofold pdf of the reference star, computed for the same space-lag . The resulting quantity, the so-called function Q, clearly shows a ridge that simply follows: 2 = 1 . The oriented intensity ratio can then be easily evaluated by doing a radial integration of Q( 1 ; 2 ): I Q ( ), where is the angle measured in polar coordinates in the ( 1 ; 2 ) plane. The function Q Q T , where Q T is the transposed quantity of Q, can also be computed in order to enhance the relevant ridge. In that case, the radial integration gives both (corresponding to the maximum of I Q Q T ), and 1= (corresponding to the minimum of I Q Q T ). The error bars are then derived from a binomial t of the regions close to the extrema of the radial integration, since a convex function has a quadratic behavior close to its extrema.
An alternative quantity may be used when no reference star is available: the division of the twofold pdf computed for r = by the twofold pdf computed for r ? . 
Image restoration
We have restored images of Del and 2 Cam (Fig. 4) using the bispectral method described in Lannes (1988) and Prieur et al., (1991) .
The mean bispectrum and power spectrum were computed from the elementary frames of the same class (cf.
x 3.1). The phasor of the spectrum was derived from that of the mean bispectrum phasor through a global leastsquare minimization inversion method as described by Lannes (1988) . This resulting phasor associated with the modulus of the spectrum derived from the mean power spectrum leads to an image which was then deconvolved by a Point Spread Function (PSF) obtained by observing a reference star (cf. x 2). The deconvolution method we used (Lannes et al 1987a (Lannes et al , 1987b ) preserves the photometry, which allowed us to perform photometric analysis of the restored images. The measurements of the intensity ratios (taking the brightest component as a reference) lead to: which is in very good agreement with the measurements obtained with the twofold probability density functions described in x 3.4 which are summarized in Table 2 .
Results and discussion
The measurements are summarized in Table 2 . Positions are compared with those computed from the latest available orbits. Orbital elements are from the catalog of Worley & Heintz (1983) and the Sky Catalogue 2000 vol.2 for orbits prior to 1984. Recent orbital elements were found on the home page of Pr. W. Heintz (http://laser.swarthmore.edu/html/ research/heintzr.html) and in the literature (references are given in column 2). This paper presents the rst extensive application of speckle techniques based on the probability density functions of specklegrams. This method developed at Nice university is well adapted to the data reduction of binary star speckle data. Relative photometry computed this way (cf x3.4) is found to be consistent with direct image reconstruction from bispectral techniques (cf x3.5).
The residuals in and are given in Fig. 5 . The cloud of points around ( ; ) = (0; 0) validates the data reduction. It can however be noticed that several stars are found far from the expected position computed from the latest available orbit. Clearly some published orbits have to be reconsidered. This is the case for ADS 3711 (orbit estimated in 1969, period P = 199y), ADS 4115 (1951, P = 586y), ADS 5925 (1966, P = 512y) and ADS 8035 (Couteau Orbit : 1958 , P = 44:7y (Sky Cat. 2000 ) { Heintz orbit : 1956, P = 44:4y (Worley and Heintz, 1983) ).
The stars ADS 5447 and ADS 14073 are also found far from their expected position, although the orbits are quite recent (1989 ( for ADS 14073, 1992 for ADS 5447). More observations are clearly needed before giving a conclusion. For the star ADS 2616, we have computed the position from the ephemeris of Luyten (1934) and Scardia (1985) . Surprisingly, we found that the 1934 orbit does better t the observed position.
The case of c Her (ADS 10360) is interesting since we found a residual of 181.3 on the position angle resulting from a confusion between components A and B. This may occur when the magnitude di erence is close to zero: measurements of c Her available at the CHARA catalog (http://www.chara.gsu.edu/CHARA/chara.html) show sometimes a 180 uncertainty on between successive observations. One could object that our observation was made in the red domain, but the spectral types of the two stars are identical (A9 IV) (which should be further investigated), and the brighter star of the couple is the same whatever the color. ADS 10360 needs to be observed again in several color bands for con rmation and to check whether the problem comes from a poor observation or a di erence of spectral type of the two binary components.
